Approaches to the sellar and parasellar region: anatomic comparison of endonasal-transsphenoidal, sublabial-transsphenoidal, and transethmoidal approaches.
Various surgical approaches have been described for treating lesions which arise in the sellar region. The popular transnasal-transsphenoidal and transethmoidal-transsphenoidal approaches avoid the morbidity associated with transcranial operations while allowing enough exposure to successfully remove most lesions that arise in and around the sella. The goal of the present study was to accurately quantify the amount of exposure to the sellar and suprasellar region that the transethmoidal-transsphenoidal, endonasal-transphenoidal, and sublabial-transsphenoidal approaches provide. Each of the three approaches was performed on 14 formalin fixed heads with the aid of the operative microscope. The distances of relevant surgical landmarks, and the amount of exposure superior and anterior to the dorsum sella as well as the lateral exposure obtained through each of these approaches was carefully recorded. The mean distances were then used to calculate the volume of exposure offered by each approach. It was found that the sublabial-transsphenoidal approach afforded the greatest volume of exposure superior and anterior to the dorsum sella. The endonasal-transsphenoidal and the transethmoidal approaches were both found to offer less suprasellar volume exposure, with the transethmoidal approach offering the least. The authors believe the information obtained through this study illustrates some important anatomical relationships which can be used to advantage by the surgeon to tailor the most appropriate approach, depending upon the precise location of the lesion either within the sella or suprasellar region.